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Preface to the Second Edition

The fundamentals of good writing don’t change all that much from decade to decade, much less from year to year. Yet in re-reading Essaying the Past for the first time since its first publication in 2009, I’m surprised by the small but revealing ways it has already become dated. I say “surprised,” not so much because a great deal has happened – writing-intensive innovations like social networking, blogging, e-books, and the like were established realities at that point, and I myself had been using them – but because I had not fully absorbed such developments into my consciousness. As is so often the case, culture is slower to change than technology.

A small illustration of the point: In the last version of the chapter “Search Engines, Research Ingenuity,” I asserted, “Anybody can do research. And just about everybody does – looking up a number in a phone book or checking to see how a movie has been reviewed is nothing if not research.” Now, phone books are still being published in book form in some places. But most of the people who read this book, born in the Internet Age, are barely likely to recognize, much less use, what were once called “the yellow pages,” a staple of twentieth-century life. Of course, one reason young people would not use the yellow pages today is because they barely make phone calls any more. (They barely send e-mails any more, either.) And while young people are still watching movies and checking out sites like Rotten Tomatoes to see how they’ve been reviewed, I’ll confess that when I wrote that sentence, I visualized people trying to decide what to see at a multiplex. Movie theaters haven’t gone away (yet). But likely as not, a movie is something to be streamed, not rented at a video store, bought on DVD, or seen at a theater. Similarly, in the last edition of my chapter “The Sources of History,” I referred to reading about the results of a baseball game in
the sports section of a newspaper. But most of the people who read this book would get now get such results from a website, not a paper.

These are trivial examples (though ones that engender historical consciousness, very much part of the agenda here). More relevant for your purposes is the steady growth of electronic publishing as a fact of academic life. Students and scholars have been citing web sources for about two decades now. In some cases, doing so has gotten simpler: you don’t need to provide a seemingly endless URL for something you got from the New York Times (or, for that matter, YouTube), since an interested party can find it pretty quickly from the home page of such sites. Less obvious are citations involving e-books, particularly since they don’t (yet?) usually have page numbers, though searching for key terms or strings of words can be a real asset. But citing things like blogs, or even comments from blogs, which barely existed a decade ago, requires a little more knowledge and savvy. These are all matters addressed in the updated appendix on bibliographies and footnotes.

Other revisions to this edition are less technology-driven. In some cases, they’re a matter of freshening the book with more contemporary illustrations – a former reference to Avril Levigne has been replaced with one to Taylor Swift (who, in my humble opinion, is a teen idol whose work is likely to last awhile). I’ve also added more recent examples of student work to illustrate some of the points I’m trying to make about problems, and solutions, in the writing process.

Still other changes represent evolutions in my thinking about the pedagogy of writing instruction. In Chapter 6, “How to Read a Book without Ever Getting to Chapter One,” I talk about the importance of the table of contents in terms of getting clues about what really matters for a writer’s agenda. It’s in that spirit that I’ve revised the table of contents for this edition. Last time, I tried to divide the main body of the text into two evenly divided parts, “Reading to Get Writing,” and “Writing to be Read.” This time, I made the former smaller and the latter larger. I also changed the names of Part I and Part II, which are now “Thinking and Reading about History” and “Writing about History” respectively. Just looking at the table of contents now makes more clear that Part I is really more preliminary, and that Part II is the heart of the book.

Finally, I’ve added a new chapter and a substantially augmented appendix to Essaying the Past. The first, “Scaling the Summit” (Chapter 14), deals with common situations that arise in writing essays that can seem like problems when in fact they’re often important steps in the
transition from a rough first draft to a polished final one. The revised appendix on essay assignments has been given a more prominent place and adds a new section on comparative essays, which are among the more common kind students are asked to write.

For their work on this edition, I would like to again extend my thanks to Peter Coveney of Wiley-Blackwell, as well as editorial assistant Allison Medoff. I am also indebted to production manager Janet Moth for her cheerful competence in shepherding the book back into print.

I’m grateful that thousands of readers have flipped through the pages of *Essaying the Past* since the publication of the first edition. I hope that this edition will provide additional help in the often vexing, but also often rewarding, process of writing about history.

*February 2012*  

J.C.
Preface to the Third Edition

I’ll confess to some trepidation when I embarked on preparing this third edition of *Essaying the Past* because I believed I’d pretty much said everything I knew how to say about how to write history. But I was surprised – and pleased – to discover that I had some new ideas: in my ongoing work with students, I’ve realized that there are aspects of the writing process that I hadn’t fully understood or expressed. That’s why there’s new material on these pages about the nature of sources, more specific explanation of the varieties of evidence, and new section on a key concept – credibility – that I wanted to identify and define more precisely.

Other revisions for this edition include new examples of student work, additional terms for the glossary, updated references and bibliographic entries, and corrections to previous editions. The book isn’t perfect, and I have limitations of space no less than talent, but I believe I’ve built on the strengths of the first two editions of this book, and hope that it will continue to be of assistance to students and teachers inside, as well as outside, of classrooms.

*August 2016*  
J.C.
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Introduction to the Student: Why Would You Look at a Book Like This?

Reading, writing, thinking: That’s what your education is about. That’s all your education has ever been about. In elementary school, it was a matter of preparing you to acquire these crucial skills. Later, you took classes in various subjects, but while the specific content may have varied – lab reports, equations, poems about the Middle Ages – it all came down to reading, writing, and thinking.

And that’s what it will continue to be about even after you finish taking the last class of your academic career. A radiologist poring over a magnetic resonance image (MRI); a government accountant preparing an annual budget; a sales representative sizing up a prospective customer on a golf course: for all these people, reading, writing, and thinking are the essence of their jobs (even if what they’re reading, writing, or thinking about happens to be numbers or faces rather than words). At any given moment one of these skills may matter more than the other, and any given person may be better at one than the others. But every educated person in modern society is going to have to be able to do all three. Indeed, that’s precisely what it means to be educated in modern society. The faster and more gracefully you do these things in your chosen field, the more likely you are to reap the rewards it has to offer – and in some fields, the rewards are impressive indeed.

History, the subject of this book, is not one of those fields. Very few people get rich doing it. Certainly, lots of people, myself among them, have been seduced by its charms. For some, it’s a vocation, a lifelong commitment. For others, it’s an avocation – not a livelihood, but treasured for that very reason, a source of pleasure affording relaxation.
and wisdom in an otherwise crowded and stressful life. Of the seemingly inexhaustible list of things human beings do for fun – passions other human beings regard as curious, if not downright bizarre – history is a single star in a crowded night sky.

Writing essays, the vehicle through which this book explores the subject of history, has a lot less intrinsic appeal. No one gets rich writing essays (on just about any subject – the most commonly read variety are those published on the op-ed pages of newspapers). And almost no one regards producing an essay as a relaxing experience, though there are people, admittedly not many, who do enjoy reading them. Under such circumstances, you may well wonder why so many teachers in so many schools ask you to produce them over and over again in more courses than you can count. It would be easy and understandable to conclude that the practice is at best a matter of marginal relevance, and at worst a waste of your time.

Understandable, but wrong. Actually, there are few better pedagogical tools for an educator than a well-conceived essay assignment. The chief reason for that is the chief premise of this book: there is no better way to simultaneously intensify and fuse the experiences of reading, writing, and thinking than producing an essay. As I hope the ensuing pages will show, to really write well, you need to read well (and history, so rooted in sources, makes a special demand for reading). To do both, you really need to think hard – a habit, like physical exercise, that is both demanding and rewarding. Conversely, the experience of having read and written strengthens thinking, specifically a kind of thinking so central to the life of the mind: analysis.

Analysis is the keystone of this intellectual arch (and the topic of the keystone chapter of this book). It bridges reading, writing, and thinking, and is in effect the essence of what we typically call intelligence. It is a tremendous human achievement that takes manifold forms. Analytic talent is difficult to attain – and maddeningly difficult to teach. Despite countless attempts to quantify, mass-produce, and distribute a fast and cheap methodology, coaxing analysis out of students remains a highly labor-intensive skill for student and teacher alike. In the humanities, at least, we have yet to find a better tool for seeding fine minds than the traditional college essay.

Teachers may plant the seeds, but it is students who stretch and grow. It is important in this regard to recall that the word “essay” is not only a noun, but also a verb: to essay means to try, attempt, test. The best essays have a wonderfully provisional quality, a sense of discovery
as propositions are entertained by reader and writer alike. The experience can be difficult and exhausting for both, and yet there are also moments of breaking free, when suddenly a sense of flow is achieved and a genuine joy in learning takes place. That’s when all the hard work seems worth it. I suspect that if you’re reading this book you’ve had that experience at some point in your life. It’s my sincere wish that you will have it again repeatedly, and that this slim book will aid you in that enterprise.

If it does, I don’t assume it will be because you read it straight through from beginning to end. Certainly, you can read it that way; I wrote it in the hope that you would. But I also strived to create multiple entry points, whether in individual chapters, or in the appendices, and point out places where you can jump for more information on particular points. That said, I think of this as less of a manual than a suggestive meditation. My model was novelist and essayist Anne Lamott’s arresting little 1994 book *Bird by Bird: Some Instructions on Writing and Life*. Lamott addresses fiction writers, something I decidedly am not. But she is nevertheless fascinating in her discussion of her craft, and while I would never claim this book is remotely as entertaining as that one, I was nevertheless inspired by her work to try my hand at writing a book about the craft of history.

That said, I am not going to make a special claim for my adopted discipline in this Introduction. I have the rest of the book to do that, and my goals here are to make a broader pedagogic statement about the role of reading, writing, and thinking generally. I will say, however, that I define history in a broad and humanistic way. Not having been formally trained as a historian – my doctorate is in American Studies – I lack expertise in some methodologies, particularly quantitative ones, that many scholars might well regard as crucial, if not indispensable. If nothing else, I bring a convert’s enthusiasm to the subject. My best hope for evangelizing lies in the power of my examples, of showing rather than telling. I hope you’ll see that as helpful.